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Digital Learning @ Keuka College
DL@KC
“Digital thinkers are critical thinkers who understand how 
digital tools work, both their limitations and their 
possibilities, in order to enhance problem-solving and 
creativity.” 
Curriculum and pedagogy 
- Learning with digital tools  
- Learning how to leverage digital tools 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Pedagogy
DL@KC
Effective and appropriate use of digital tools 
  
Blended/hybrid  
Online 
3rd spaces
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Curriculum
DL@KC
Additive: Digital Studies minor (6 courses) 
  
Integrative: SLOs  
Digital Action Groups 
Programs, Gen Ed, Field Period, Co-Curricular
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DL@KC Student 
Learning Outcomes
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via LMS-Blending in ‘hybrid’ courses
Leveraging Learning
meeting course objectives via LMS assignments 
 & time on task  
 
lms blending
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students prefer active learning
Accessing Course Resources
 & they can find the resources  
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Test 1  Final Exam
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Research & Information Fluency
  “Students should be able to research, analyze & 
discuss modern health issues”  
 
getting the information
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Communication & Collaboration
evaluating & discussing the information  
  
from peer reviews to informal posts
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Learning by Doing, Digitally
integrates course & digital objectives
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The power of social media 
Digital Literacy 
We are developing critical consumers and producers of 
digital technology 
  
Students understand the affordances and constraints 
of digital communication 
Practical application encourages students to channel 
creativity and innovation 
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Critical consumers and producers
Digital Citizenship
-Digital tools are amazing because we reach a massive 
audience, but does our message become diluted over time? 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Affordances and Constraints
Digital Boundaries 
Move beyond the cliché examples of social media 
savvy 
  
The power of Social Media is a double-edged sword 
Terms and Conditions may vary 
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Practical application 
Digital Skills 
Twitter, Blogs, Video 
Games 
  
Demystifying Code
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Ownership
All time high. 
  
Two Major Camps. 
Identification. 
Little to no training needed. 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Banning Use
Can be effective. 
Withdrawl? 
Distraction Free? 
Emergency? 
getting students to keep their heads up
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Use it!
Get creative. 
Don’t feel the need to overuse.  
Make students aware. 
Know what students are using. 
best way to control
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Polleverywhere
Introduce a new idea. 
Anonymous. 
Many different layouts.  
Gradable.  
Free!
not literally!
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Other ways
Evernote. 
Instagram. 
Quoteathons. 
Research races. 
One minute video challenge. 
creative instruction, always
literary mapping
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Despite being constantly on the move, Bigger is still 
trapped by literal and social boundaries, just like the rat at 
the beginning of the novel. This feeling of being trapped is 
illustrated by overlapping lines and back and forth motion 
with Mary Dalton's home as his "rat hole."
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The Takeaway
Questions we have of YOU
The DL methodology: does it add to or detract from?  
  
Equity in technology: do you worry about access? 
What are other barriers, apprehensions? 
What skills, knowledge or dispositions are on your 
list?
